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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

  
The first thing I would like ,to do is to thank all those who helped Pirates and myself during my first year in the' 
Job - all the sponsors, members, players, coaches, managers, volunteers and Committee members without who 
1999 would not have been the same, 
  
It would be fair to say that this year has generally been a successful one. The club had three out of four grades in 
the semi-finals, and, all grades were competitive. This all round performance was reflected in the fact that Pirates 
were placed second in the Central North club championship. This should provide us with confidence in the 
playing future of the club, especially with the talent we see developing in our junior ranks. Speaking as a player, I 
know that confidence is there, and I hope it is evident to our supporters as well. 
  
Pirates were also fortunate in the calibre and personality of our Scottish acquisitions, Both Gordon and Peter 
contributed tremendously to an enjoyable year, both on and off the field. Thanks, for your help, guys, and we 
hope to see you again soon, 
  
Off the field there was (and still is) plenty happening. Our first year of sponsorship from Wests' Leagues Club saw 
the relationship develop well, and we look forward to an on-going involvement. Activities such as the work done 
in helping set up for the Country Music Festival benefit the club financially, as well as forging stronger ties with 
our sponsors, 
  
Looking to the future, the home ground of our rugby club is going to become an important issue, All Pirates 
supporters should be aware of the options available, and their effects, so the best decision for the long-term 
benefit of the club is made. The Committee is currently working hard on this project, as it is not a decision to be 
taken lightly', 
  
On a lighter note, it was good to see the women's rugby get off to a start this year. 
Hopefully they will have a competition proper next year. It's good to know that the game is continuing to grow into 
new areas. 
  
I hope you all enjoyed your association with Pirates Rugby Club in 1999 as much as I did (if not more), and I look 
forward to continuing the relationship next year. I am confident that the club will go from strength to strength, both 
in on-the-field results, and as a sporting and social club in the community. 
  
Yours in Rugby, 
  
Anthony 'Maca' McCloskey 
  
FIRST GRADE COACH’S REPORT 

  
Season 99 for the First Grade side was approached by all members of the coaching staff with a great deal of 
optimism. There appeared to be an immeasurable. amount of young talent which had been fostered by this great 
Club over- a number of years. Season 99 in my assessment represented the opportunity to provide those 
younger players within our ranks invaluable first 
  
grade experience. 
  
Initially, a couple of broad areas were identified very early in the season as weak aspects in the First Grade's 
brand of footbal1 over the Past few seasons. The two areas of concern was essentially the performance of our 
serum, and the ability to recycle the football following contact with the opposition. Certainly considerable 
improvement was achieved with respect to these two areas as the season unfolded. 
  
It was pleasing and satisfying from a coaching point of view to watch the younger brigade of Howie Webster, Paul 
Tongue, Garth Cowley~ Chris Sartori, Craig Simpson,. Joey Cameron, Neil Duns, James Haling and Gavin Knee 
provide enormous application at training towards improving our brand and style of rugby. The attendance at 
training and the application and dedication generally given by all senior players was superb. 
  
In my view, a lot has been gained over the past six to eight months. For the first time since 1990, our scrum has 
dominated opposition scrums and our ability to keep the ball alive was at times very good. 'We won eleven of our 
sixteen allocated games and indeed six out Of the last eight games in the second round of the competition. 
  



It was to some extent disappointing to miss the semi-finals as many people shared the view that the First Grade 
side would have been a real threat to other Clubs had we obtained a place in the top four. 
  
Ultimately, injuries and other problems in the first round were costly at the end of the day. In my long association 
with this Club I cannot recall a more horrific year for injuries. Notwithstanding this aspect, it was a credit to all the 
Senior players for the fortitude that was displayed despite the adversity we faced throughout the season. 
  
There is no doubt in my mind that providing we retain the current group of Senior players and continue to recruit 
and attract players, the best .is still to come for the First Fifteen of this Club . 
  
I would like to congratulate Sean Tuffrey and Sam Newsome for the leadership that both players as Captain of 
the Team. The support provided to myself in my first year as Head Coach from all members of the Team was 
tremendous. In particular, our Senior Representative players, Mattie Ellis and David Banovich, always were very 
helpful and positive with their remarks which greatly assisted my cause as Coach of the team. The spirit in the 
Club was excellent for the totality of the season. 
  
Our Scottish imports, Peter Manning and Gordon Sykes, were not only talented players but also tremendous 
individuals who involved then.1.se1yes actively in the operations of the Club at every level. Our imports 
interacted with everybody in the Club in a very amicable manner and earned the respect of all players and 
supporters through their attitude. In my view, our Scottish friends are unquestionably the two best recruits this 
Club has ever acquired the service~ of from overseas. 
  
I would also like to extend my appreciation to Andrew Dickson and Frank Mallon for their efforts through the 
season. Frank and Sue Mallon via their hard work really has in many ways made my life as Coach significantly 
easier. Barry Everingham's efforts via his immense 'knowledge of the game is certainly in no way overlooked or 
forgotten together with the balance of the coaching staff. 
  
Finally, I would urge everyone to remain united to ensure that this great Club continues to flourish and prosper. I 
remain confident that the First Grade Side is on the edge of achieving something. very special, and it may well be 
the case that the new millennium will symbolise the dominance of our First Grade side in the Central North Rugby 
competition. 
Andrew O'Halloran First Grade Coach Season 99 
  
  
RESERVE GRADE COACH’S REPORT 

  
The 1999 season for Reserve Grade ended abruptly and prematurely in the Minor Semi Final at Walcha which 
proved to be an unhappy hunting ground for Pirates this season. As a player for eight different Clubs over fifteen 
years, I can say I have rarely seen a Reserve Grade side with so much potential. 
  
Whilst fourth is a good result, our sights were set on a Grand Final, and to say we were disappointed not to have 
that opportunity is a major understatement. In fact, in hindsight. 
maybe we were thinking about that Grand Final in the second half during the Minor Semi Final. As they say 
however, "THAT'S RUGBY". It can enthuse us and lift our spirits whilst in the next instance disappoint and give a 
reason to have one more crack at it. 
  
On a positive note the Reserve Grade squad this year gave the selectors a challenge of having to choose in most 
weeks from up to 26 talented and committed players, none of whom gave less than 100% when given the 
opportunity. This is a good problem to have for coaches and this year in particular showed some terrific team-
manship and commitment from players who trained every week and still spent much of their time on the bench. 
These guys, whilst often bitterly disappointed. stuck it out and formed the backbone of the side. which enabled us 
to get to the finals. As a Club. these players deserve our utmost praise and I'm confident they will not only remain 
loyal Pirates, but also the nucleus of the First and Reserve grade sides in the new millennium. 
  
The commitment showed this year was outstanding from both the remnants of last year's side plus the influx of 
talented new arrivals to the Club and recent converts to the game. 
The form of Hockey convert. Col Hartigan. and League convert Nick (Dancer) Reid were highlights from a 
coaches viewpoint, as was the return to Rugby after a ten year layoff from Cameron (Dance with me Powder Puff 
Scott. It would be remiss of me not to mention the form of Pete (Take it all off) Daley. however this does not 
necessarily refer to on field activities. 
  
All in all. the 1999 has been an enjoyable and challenging year from a coaches viewpoint and I must .thank all 
involved for their support. This includes manager Pete Darling, Club President Macca (despite being relegated to 
the bench) and Janet for her untiring commitment to the smooth running of the Club at a grass roots level. 
  
I must also thank my wife Sally and our children as well as the spouses and famous of the players. for their 
tolerance and support throughout the season. 



  
Coaching as with playing, is a learning process, so thank you to the players for your patience and enthusiasm 
throughout the season. 
  
Yours in Rugby Stuart Prowse 
  
  
  
U19 COACH’S REPORT 

  
With our sights set firmly on another GrG1ld Final appearance we approached the 1999",season eagerly, but this 
was not to be our time. 
Success is too often gauged on how many games are won and lose in a season, and winning a Grand Final. 
  
Pirates Juniors have once again had a very successful season, reaching the Semi-Finals. Unfortunately we were 
not good enough on the day to progress further. It is in the early years that players learn discipline and respect 
for their peers and opposition. They learn that unless you give, you cannot receive. 
  
It was a frustrating year for both Gordon and myself as Coaches, and it was obvious from the start of the season 
that we would be unable to have the team we wished, on the paddock on a weekly basis. With so many talented 
players away on representative duties. Central North, Country and NSW have reaped the benefits of our 
coaching program. A very patched up team performed well each week, only losing few games in the season. The 
team held on to the Pirates reputation of never giving up. We accepted defeat as well as we did a win and tried to 
bounce hack the following week. 
I would like to think that with this grounding and Sportsmanship, the lessons learnt this year will help one, if not all 
our players in their future endeavours, whether it be in furthering their careers on the rugby field, or more 
importantly in the game of life. The good thing about defeat in Junior Rugby is that here is always next year. With 
the groundwork done this year as in others, Pirates are assured of another successful year in 2000. 
  
I would like to wish those players leaving us to further their careers elsewhere, our best wishes and good luck. 
We will follow your paths and always welcome you back . 
To those staying for another shot at the title, more hard work is required. 
  
On behalf of Gordon and myself a thank you is extended to all parents who have supported their boys during this 
year. A special thank you to our strapper/manager/injury runner Frank Mallon and to Janet Tauheluhelu for her 
off field assistance. 
Last, but certainly not least, to all the young men who played in the team, especially the ones who battled and 
carried us weekly without the stars, thanks for all your efforts in the 1999 season, despite the ups and 'owns, it 
was great working with you. 
  
Steve Mazengarb & Gordon Barbara 
  
  
UNDER 16’s COACH’S REPORT 

It gives me great pleasure to give this report on the Pirates Under 16 's. 
  
Greg Sweeney joined me this year as Coach and coached the backs while I took the forwards. 
  
It was a slow start for the boys as their first competition game was the sixth game of the first round. The 
recruitment by Gordon Barbara and the team members was great and we soon had a squad of 22 players, of 
which seven represented our Club in the Central North Under 15 's and one in the Central North Under 16 'So 
Well done boys! 
Out of the Central North side, Ben Easter, Kurt Heath and Greg Brown went on to represent Northern Province 
and now they have made the NS W Country side to tour New Zealand. Unfortunately Ben has been injured and 
will be unable to tour. To our representative players - well done! 
  
Greg Sweeney and myself would like to thank the boys for their commitment to Pirates and the manner and .spirit 
in which they play the game. To make the second spot on the table and to play in the Final was a great effort 
considering that ,due to injuries etc., we could only muster 17 players for the game against Narrabri in the Final, 
but to the boys' credit, they put in a great effort. 
  
The positive of this year's side is that there will be eleven or more of the team eligible to play in the Under 16's 
next year. 
  
Greg and myself would like to thank the boys for a great year, we have really enjoyed this season and we are 
looking forward to being back next year. 
  



To the Club and Committee, thank you for your support you have given us this year, especially in the last couple 
of weeks. To the Coaching staff many thanks for a great year. 
To Gordon Sykes and Peter Manning, as we say farewell, thanks for a great effort and your assistance with the 
Under 16 's, you are both a credit to your Country and Rugby. 
  
Yours in Rugby Dennis Haire '(Hairy) Greg Sweeney (Sweens) 

 


